Our products support safety, privacy, mobility, and flexibility. We provide solutions that are cost effective and delivered quickly to get the job done and provide protection for everyone. We have multiple options to support your process and promote community mitigation activities through pre-screening.

When creating your temperature check station:

1. Consider safety requirements
2. Use appropriate personal protective equipment
3. Evaluate your location - before or close to building entryway
4. Ensure privacy
5. Consider flexibility and mobility to maintain adaptability when choosing furniture for this space

Please follow all guidelines and regulations provided by the Center for Disease Control and your state and local government recommendations.

Learn more at hon.com/healthcare.
HON temperature check station products are:

1. Easy to clean per HON Cleaning Guide suggestions
2. Require minimal to no assembly, perfect for pop-up stations intended for temporary or long-term solutions
3. Can be moved with ease to use throughout your healthcare space as needs change

A First Line of Defense

A safe environment begins at the front door; HON's temperature check station provides caregivers the flexibility and support needed to quickly assess patients as soon as they enter the building.

PRODUCTS TO CONSIDER:

**Between™ Nesting Table**
- HMP72460NS.N.B8LOFT.P71
- 60”W x 24”D x 29½”H
- Silver Mesh laminate and Black paint finish
- 1:5 Diluted Bleach and Water OR Virex II 256 cleanable
- $629 LIST PRICE

**Versé® 24”W Panel**
- Order Both: HBV-P7224.VUR51.Q and (Qty 2) HBV-TBASE
- 24”W x 72”H
- Contourett Crater polyurethane
- Light Gray paint finish
- $470 LIST PRICE

**Motivate® Stacking Chair**
- HMS1.N.ON.Y
- Onyx shell; stacks 12 high on floor
- Ships 4 per carton
- $834 LIST PRICE PER 4/PK

**Flagship® Mobile Pedestal**
- H15923A.L.PJW
- 15”W x 22-7/8”D x 22”H
- One box and one file drawer.
- $569 LIST PRICE

**Hand Sanitizer Station**
- HHC-SANSTND.P8T
- Easy to add sanitizing stations anywhere
- Stand is compatible with most manufacturers' automatic hand sanitizer dispensers
- Ideal for high-traffic areas
- Metal base for added stability
- Available in Titanium paint
- Dispenser sold separately
- 12”W x 16”D x 54”H
- For indoor use only
- $256 LIST PRICE

Learn more at hon.com/healthcare.